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SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT TYPE
PRODUCT NAME

COLOURS

DIMENSION
WEIGHT

MATERIAL

QUANTITY PER PARCEL
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS

PACKAGING WEIGHT

Stool
NOVO
Black
Ginger bread
Taupe 
Forest 
Ø:35  H:45 cm
4,55 kg
Stool: Steel w. matte powder coating
Deco: Aluminium w. matte powder coating
Deco: Stainless steel w. gold titanium plating
1
L:41,5  W:41,5  H:48 cm
6,55 kg
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VARIATIONS

Art. No. 
507169000013

Art. No. 
507160044013

Art. No. 
507160634013

Art. No. 
507160564013

BLACK

TAUPE

GINGER BREAD

FOREST



PLATED IRON / STEEL / ALUMINIUM
To get rid of dirt and dust, mix a mild detergent with warm water. 
Dip a soft cloth into the water & wipe the item down with the cloth.

If necessary, wipe the item dry with a soft dry cloth.

( Avoid scraping with an abrasive cloth, that could damage the surface )

POWDER COATED IRON / STEEL / ALUMINIUM
To get rid of dirt and dust, mix a mild detergent with warm water.

Dip a lint free cloth into the water & wipe the item down with the cloth.

If necessary, wipe the item dry with a soft dry cloth. 

( Avoid scraping or rubbing the powder coating with an abrasive cloth that
could damage or remove the coating from the surface )

HOW TO CLEAN / POLISH

CARE GUIDE — METALS



NOVO STOOL / BY RASMUS FALKENBERG

The simplicity of the NOVO stool resembles the simple ways in 
which good company gives us joy. With the minimalistic design 
of the stool, you can create both elegant and cozy sceneries for 
relaxation with loved ones. The NOVO stool is perfect for placing 
plants and decorations on or filling out an empty corner, just as 

much as they are comfortable seats.

STORYTELLING

THE NOVO FAMILY

We want to contribute to significant moments in life by offering 
products that makes it easier, more convenient and ambient to be 
more outside. This is the essence of the NOVO furniture designed 

by Rasmus Falkenberg. 

Consisting of dining sets, lounge sets, cushions, stools and benches, 
NOVO is among our outdoor collection that brings people together. 
The NOVO furniture creates settings that are perfect for precious 

outdoor moments spend with loved ones.  


